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Results We studied 531 patients, age 40.35  ±  19.75 years, APACHE II 
17.94 ± 6.97 points, Glasgow Coma Scale at admission 7.53 ± 3.83 points. 
Cranial tomography at admission was: diff use injury type I (10.4%), 
diff use injury type II (28.1%), diff use injury type III (24.5%), diff use 
injury type IV (8.3%), evacuated mass lesion (22.6%), non-evacuated 
mass lesion (6.2%). Hospital mortality was 28.6%, 171 (32.2%) patients 
died after 1  year (6.6% missing) and 181 (34.1%) died after 3  years 

(16.2% missing). Regarding work activities, after 1 year, 28.5% of 326 
patients evaluated have no diffi  culties with work, 4.6% have diffi  culties 
but work as before, 10.1% work only part-time or have changed to a 
job requiring minimum eff ort and 56.7% of patients do not work. After 
3 years, 41.2% of 238 patients evaluated have no diffi  culties with work, 
4.6% have diffi  culties but work as before, 12.6% work only part-time or 
have changed to a job requiring minimum eff ort and 41.6% of patients 
do not work. Evolution between 1 and 3 years by the McNemar test was 
statistically signifi cant (P <0.001). A total of 173 patients were in similar 
situation, only one had deteriorated and in 62 (26.05%) patients the 
evaluation of work activity had improved.
Conclusion After 1 year of admission from the ICU with TBI, more than 
50% of patients have diffi  culties with work. After 3 years the number of 
patients who work has increased although approximately 40% of the 
surviving patients do not work.
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Introduction Antiseizure prophylaxis is recommended for preventing 
only early post-traumatic seizures (PTS) in the guidelines for the 
management of severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) by the Brain Trauma 
Foundation. Phenytoin is recommended to reduce the incidence 
of early PTS prophylaxis. Early enteral nutrition has recently shown 
theoretical advantages for prevention of bacterial translocation to 
maintain normal turnover of gut mucosa and is commonly used for 
TBI patients. Our hypothesis is that the enteral administration of 
antiepileptic agents is also useful for early PTS.
Methods This retrospective observational study included all adult 
patients admitted to our tertiary academic medico-surgical ICU due to 
TBI from September 2011 to August 2012. Patients who have epilepsy 
as a past history were excluded. Clinical data were collected from 
electrical medical archives. The baseline characteristics collected were 
age, gender, diagnosis, antiepileptic agents, timing of start and adverse 
eff ects of those agents, and methods of administration.

Figure 1 (abstract P479). Calibration.
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Results Of 65 patients with TBI, 25 patients (18 men, seven women; 
mean age 56.7 ± 20.1) who were administered antiepileptic agents for 
PTS prophylaxis were studied. Fifteen cerebral contusions, 10 acute 
subdural hematomas, nine traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhages, 
two cerebral infarctions, two pneumocephalus and one traumatic 
intracerebral hemorrhage were shown in 25 patients. All patients 
were alive 28 days after the injury. Fourteen patients (56%) were 
intravenously administered (13 phenytoin and one phenobarbital), 
while 11 patients (44%) were administered with enteral feeding 
(four valproates, four carbamazepine and three zonisamides) as PTS 
prophylaxis. The average start day of PTS prophylaxis was 2.6  days 
after the injury by intravenous administration, and 2.2 days by enteral 
administration, respectively. Two patients with phenytoin showed 
hepatic dysfunction as an adverse eff ect and no patient showed early 
PTS both by intravenous and by enteral administrations.
Conclusion The present study has some limitations because it is a 
single-center retrospective analysis. However, enteral administration of 
antiepileptic agents could be useful for PTS prophylaxis. Considering 
cost, adverse eff ects and serum monitoring, there is a possibility of 
enteral administration of antiepileptic agents as an alternative to 
intravenous phenytoin.
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Introduction We aimed to summarize the effi  cacy of simulation-based 
education in cardiopulmonary resuscitation and airway management 
[1].
Methods We searched the MEDLINE, Scopus and EMBASE databases 
for all peer-reviewed articles enrolling physicians/medical students 
in a simulation of either cardiopulmonary resuscitation or airway 
management protocols compared with no intervention or traditional 
teaching methods. We categorized the outcomes of the studies into 
four groups: task success, process skill, time skill, knowledge. Task 
success was defi ned as evaluation of successful completion of the 
task, process skill as evaluation of the procedure, time skill as the 
time required to complete the task, and knowledge as the objective 
assessment of conceptual understanding. When studies investigated 
more than one outcome, we considered the primary outcome, the 
overall measure or the most clinically relevant outcome.
Results From 8,528 articles, we selected 24 studies (13 randomized 
controlled studies, eight pre–post studies, three case–control 
studies) involving 1,149 participants. Compared with no intervention 
or traditional teaching methods, simulation was associated with 
a signifi cant improvement from mild to moderate of all outcomes 
(Figure 1). Log of odds ratio for task success was 2.03 (0.46 to 3.59) in 

favor of simulation. Pooled eff ect size for process skill was 0.48 (0.11 to 
0.84), for time skill was 0.29 (0.13 to 0.73) and for knowledge was 0.41 
(0 to 0.84).
Conclusion Simulation is an eff ective educational method to improve 
performance of physicians/medical students in the application of 
protocols for cardiopulmonary resuscitation and airway management.
Reference
1. McGaghie WC, et al.: A critical review of simulation-based medical 

education research: 2003–2009. Med Educ 2010, 44:50-63.
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Introduction High quality of chest compressions during cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is a critical determinant of outcome from 
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA). Unfortunately, however, victims 
often do not receive adequate chest compression for various reasons, 
particularly during transportation. Recent studies have demonstrated 
the interruption time of chest compression using transthoracic 
impedance analysis, but more information is needed to evaluate the 
performance of CPR provided by ambulance crews and reveal reasons 
for hands off  chest during CPR.
Methods All ambulances of the Hiroshima City Fire Department are 
equipped with a specially designed transmission device (RVT-SD200; 
Sony) that transmits high-resolution visual images and patient vital 
data using video cameras and a bio-monitor. We analyzed video data 
of OHCA patients transported by ambulance from November 2012 
through December 2012, and evaluated the performance of CPR 
during transportation in accordance with the 2010 guidelines. The 
hands-off  time was calculated as the time without chest compressions 
divided by the total CPR time.
Results Thirty-two resuscitation episodes during transportation by 
ambulance were analyzed. Median CPR time per episode was 846 
seconds (range 126 to 1,833 seconds). In total, the fraction of time 
without chest compression was 19.5  ±  7.6% (mean  ±  SD). Reasons 
for interruption and its fraction of time in total hands-off  time were 
as follows: 36% accounted for rhythm analysis/pulse check, 31% for 
ventilation, 11% for setting up automated chest compression devices, 
8% for tracheal intubation/placement of supraglottic airway devices, 
4% for intravenous line placement/administration of adrenaline, 3% for 
rescuer change, and 7% for adjustment of patient position/correction 
of rescuer posture and others.
Conclusion The fraction of time without chest compression observed 
in this study was comparative with those found in other studies in spite 
of the diffi  cult situations, such as during transportation. Most frequent 
reasons for hands-off  time were rhythm analysis and ventilation even 
though the ambulance crews strictly adhered to the guidelines.

Figure 1 (abstract P482).
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